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Noninvasive prenatal testing for aneuploidy—ready for prime time?

Lyn S. Chitty, MRCOG; Melissa Hill, PhD; Helen White, PhD; David Wright, PhD; Stephen Morris, PhD

Noninvasive prenatal diagnosis using cell-free fetal DNA in the maternal plasma is moving into routine clinical practice for some indications. Here we discuss exciting developments in noninvasive prenatal diagnosis for aneuploidy afforded by recent publications, including 2 papers published in this journal, and highlight some of the issues that need to be considered before these tests can be implemented as part of routine antenatal care.

Finally, after years of hunting for the elusive fetal cells in the maternal circulation to use for genetic prenatal diagnosis, it seems that cell-free fetal DNA (cfDNA) will provide the basis for a safer, noninvasive approach to prenatal diagnosis. Since the identification of cfDNA in maternal plasma in the late 1990s, there has been much research on how cfDNA can be used as an alternative to invasive tests to provide safer, yet robust, noninvasive prenatal diagnosis (NIPD) for families at high risk of genetic disorders and for other pregnancy complications such as hemolytic disease of the newborn and fetal aneuploidy. In recent months we have seen the publication of papers describing implementation of this technology into routine obstetric practice to direct administration of anti-D for all RhD-negative mothers and as part of standard genetic care to determine fetal sex for women at high risk of sex-linked disorders. The clinical utility of NIPD in reducing the need for invasive testing and favorable costs have been clearly demonstrated.

There have been a variety of approaches to the noninvasive diagnosis of aneuploidy reported (Table 1), culminating in the recent publication of several validation projects demonstrating good sensitivities and specificities for the detection of trisomy 21 using next-generation sequencing. Such is the volume of work generated over recent years that we are now seeing the publication of systematic reviews describing the application of NIPD for both fetal sex determination and aneuploidy diagnosis. In this issue, we see 2 papers published describing an alternative sequencing approach to NIPD for aneuploidy that employs targeted, or chromosome-selective, sequencing that appears to be highly accurate and potentially more cost-effective than previously reported sequencing approaches.

Given that technological advances are bringing noninvasive testing for aneuploidy ever closer, here we aim to initiate discussions on how implementation might proceed. In the course of developing the arguments we have made several assumptions, which may or may not be born out in practice when larger studies are published. Specifically, will/should it be noninvasive prenatal diagnosis or should it be an extension of noninvasive prenatal screening? will this new service be delivered universally across the developed world; how will current practices influence service delivery; what are the cost implications, what do consumers think, and how should we incorporate their views; and finally, will it be necessary or possible to regulate the provision of NIPD by commercial companies?

The 2 papers published in this issue describe the use of massively parallel sequencing for NIPD of trisomies 18 and 21 using assays targeted to nonpolymorphic loci on chromosomes 18 and 21. The first stage of this work, reported elsewhere, described the development of a multiplex assay, termed “digital analysis of selected regions,” comprising targets on chromosomes 18 and 21. In the first of the papers reported in this journal, digital analysis of selected regions is used to develop an algorithm, fetal-fraction optimized risk of trisomy (FORTE), which uses the proportion of specific cfDNA in the samples, estimated by targeting additional sequences not usually involved in aneuploidy, and the prior risk of trisomy (taken from published data on maternal and fetal gestational age related risks) to estimate the risk of trisomies 18 and 21. The authors then describe its application in 2 cohorts; the first cohort was used to develop quality-control parameters, and the second to evaluate performance in a blinded, small group of samples. In the second study by Ashoor et al., 400 samples from pregnancies with known karyotypes, 300 from euploid pregnancies and 50 each from pregnancies affected by trisomy 18 and 21, were analyzed by Sparks’ laboratory to give an estimate of risk for trisomy 18 and 21. Both papers report high degrees of accuracy, with the second paper reporting correct identification of all trisomy 21 fetuses, 98% of those with trisomy 18 having all euploid fetuses correctly identified, and a very low (1%) assay...
Screening or diagnosis?

That brings to the fore the issue of to whom and how these tests should be offered. Should it be to all women in early pregnancy as DS screening, or should it be used as an alternative to invasive diagnostic testing in those women identified as being at high risk following current screening—ie, as a sequential test? Many factors will influence the answer to these questions: not just accuracy, but turnaround time, scalability, and cost. The latter will no doubt feature prominently in these times of economic hardship. But do we need to offer these new tests to all women, and should we do so anyway?

In the United Kingdom, many other parts of Europe, and the United States, government policy is that all women should be offered DS screening and/or diagnosis. Increasingly, DS screening is delivered by the first-trimester combined test, which is predicated on a combination of fetal ultrasound (to confirm gestation, the number of fetuses present and to assess the nuchal translucency measurement), and the levels of maternal serum biomarkers (pregnancy-associated plasma pro-
tein A and human chorionic gonadotrophin), as it offers improved detection rates with fewer false-positive results than second-trimester serum screening. Those women with a given risk, in the United Kingdom it is ≥1:150, are then offered invasive tests for definitive diagnosis. There is also increasing evidence that the combined test screens for other complications of pregnancy including preeclampsia, intrauterine growth restriction, cardiac anomalies, and other anomalies and genetic syndromes. Furthermore, ultrasound will be required in the delivery of any test based on cfDNA, be it screening or diagnostic, as it will be necessary to confirm the gestational age and number of fetuses present to perform the test and interpret results. Given these observations, in countries such as the United Kingdom with well-established national screening programs, we must question whether any new test for DS should replace current screening tests. The alternative would be to use NIPD in conjunction with current screening, either to replace invasive testing or as a form of contingent screening, or in addition to the current screening tests. Given the economic constraints we face worldwide, the latter approach seems unlikely, but to abandon nuchal translucency, pregnancy-associated plasma protein A, and human chorionic gonadotrophin measurement and their potential benefits if programs are already well established also seems foolhardy.

**Economic considerations**

The relative cost of NIPD and invasive prenatal diagnosis (IPD) is likely to be an important factor in deciding how we implement NIPD, especially in cash-constrained publicly funded health care systems. The total cost of including NIPD in the DS diagnostic pathway depends on the cost of NIPD testing, numbers undergoing NIPD (a function of the propensity to offer diagnostic tests), and the accuracy of NIPD (because this may affect the use of confirmatory IPD testing). The cost of NIPD testing is likely to vary by country, and will probably decrease over time. The number undergoing NIPD will also vary by country, depending on screening policy and practice, but the accuracy of NIPD should be the same across countries, and will probably increase over time.

We chose to look at the costs of introducing NIPD in the United Kingdom as it is a publicly funded health care system with a well-defined care pathway where all pregnant women are offered screening for DS. The modeling is based on United Kingdom costs and estimated prevalence of DS in our population. We calculated the impact of introducing NIPD into the DS diagnostic pathway assuming that all high-risk women identified by screening would undergo NIPD, and that those with a positive NIPD would undergo confirmatory IPD. For the purposes of this commentary we have modeled costs based on a first-trimester screening program and used costs associated with chorionic villus sampling (CVS). Where possible we have used published cost data or data obtained from local hospitals. As mentioned above, these costs will change with time, and between countries. We assume DS prevalence at time of screening of 1 in 360, so that in a hypothetical cohort of 500,000 pregnant women 1389 will have an affected fetus. Using a screening cut-off of 1 in 150 (the current United Kingdom standard) 13,646 women would undergo NIPD (Table 2). For the purposes of this discussion we have used a detection rate for NIPD of 99% and a false-positive rate of 1%. This is based on the data from the large studies recently reported. Using these figures, 1305 of these women would subsequently undergo CVS, with 13 miscarriages, and 1169 DS cases detected. If we assumed a cost per NIPD test of £200 the total cost of screening and diagnosis would be £29.7 million (Table 3).

Using IPD rather than NIPD with the same screening cut-off, 13,646 women would undergo CVS with an estimated 136 miscarriages and 1181 cases detected. The projected total cost would be £31.8 million if aneuploidy exclusion alone was performed. Hence, with a cost per test of £200, a detection rate of 99%, and a false-positive rate of 1%, given the errors inherent in these estimates, the cost of NIPD and IPD are similar, but

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Screening Cut-off (1 in)</th>
<th>DRs</th>
<th>FPRs</th>
<th>NIPD DRf</th>
<th>FPRf</th>
<th>TPf</th>
<th>FPf</th>
<th>FNs</th>
<th>CVS</th>
<th>Miscarriages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>85.0%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>13,646</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>1169</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>1305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>94.0%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>37,704</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>1293</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>1670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>96.0%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>60,668</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>1320</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>98.0%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>94,103</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>1348</td>
<td>941</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>2289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>155,944</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>1361</td>
<td>1559</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>215,785</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>1368</td>
<td>2158</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3526</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures calculated for hypothetical population of 500,000 women. With Down syndrome prevalence at screening of 1 in 360 number of affected fetuses is 1389. Using invasive prenatal diagnosis (IPD) is likely to be an important factor in deciding how we implement NIPD, especially in cash-constrained publicly funded health care systems. The total cost of including NIPD rather than IPD with screening cut-off of 1 in 150, 13,646 women would undergo CVS, detecting 1181 Down syndrome prevalence cases with estimated 136 miscarriages.
with NIPD there will be fewer procedural-related losses of normal pregnancies and 12 fewer DS cases detected. If the cost per NIPD cost was higher or lower than £200 then this would affect the total cost (Table 3).

If the screening cut-off increased so that more women were offered NIPD, more DS cases would be detected but costs would increase. For example, using a screening cut-off of 1 in 2000 the screening detection rate would increase to 98%, around 94,000 women would undergo NIPD, and 1348 DS cases would be detected. The total cost would be £46.2 million if the cost per NIPD test were £200. If the cost per NIPD test was £50 then the total cost would be similar to the total cost of IPD based on a screening cut-off of 1 in 150, with 167 more DS cases detected and fewer miscarriages.

If we abandoned the current DS screening programs and offered NIPD to all women, then at a cost of £50, NIPD would be as cheap as or cheaper than the contingent screening described above, since the cost of DS screening would be avoided, although an ultrasound scan would still be required to date the pregnancy. NIPD instead of screening would detect a high proportion of cases of trisomy 21 (99%, or 1375 cases). However, with a false-positive rate of 1%, around 6300 confirmatory CVS would be required, half the number required using IPD with a screening cut-off of 1 in 150.

Hence, depending on NIPD accuracy, trade-offs between uptake/screening cut-off and cost per test are possible, such that NIPD compares favorably with IPD in terms of costs, cases detected, and numbers of miscarriages. If the data reported in the small series described in this journal are confirmed in larger-scale studies, and sensitivity and specificity approach 100%, then these estimates will change, as indeed will the cost implications if more women chose to accept screening and diagnosis with the widespread adoption of a safer diagnostic test.

At present, the debate over where these new tests fit in the antenatal care pathway is largely academic. Evaluation to date has only been performed in high-risk populations and the small false-positive rate reported in the recent validation studies of NIPD for DS means that confirmation by invasive testing is required. As such the NIPD test can only be regarded as an "advanced screening test." Also of concern is the possibility of false-negative results. Data from current studies suggest false-negative rates are low; however, these studies have relatively small numbers of cases and have been conducted in the high-risk populations using samples from women who are at increased risk following DS screening. Much larger studies are required to accurately estimate the test specificity and it may be that implementation with close monitoring of pregnancy outcomes will be required to obtain true estimates of accuracy. In addition, it is not yet clear what the gestational limits of the test will be and this is a key factor in guiding where NIPD sits in the antenatal care pathway, although the data presented here by Ashoor et al focus on the first trimester.

Although holding off on widespread implementation until accuracy is nearly perfect may be the ideal held by health professionals, it may not in fact reflect women’s values and needs. Health providers may hold different values from patients with respect to test attributes for DS screening. It would seem that opinions on NIPD also vary. Preliminary analysis of data collected in a discrete choice study comparing opinions of obstetricians and midwives with those of pregnant women in the United Kingdom clearly shows that, although both groups value safety and accuracy, women are prepared to accept reduced accuracy for greater safety, unlike the professionals who rate accuracy highest. Similarly in a US study of pregnant women’s opinions and interest in NIPD for DS the majority of women (75%) rated safety the most important factor of NIPD followed by accuracy (13%) or early results (7%).

The extent of diagnosis

Implementation clearly has the potential to decrease the rate of invasive testing, but the focus so far has predominantly been on
NIPD for trisomy 21, although the data presented in the papers reported here include targets for trisomy 18, and others have explored the detection of the other major trisomies (Table 1). First-trimester screening algorithms increasingly include detection of trisomies 13 and 18,48-50 and if full karyotyping is performed rather than rapid aneuploidy exclusion using fluorescence in situ hybridization or real-time-polymerase chain reaction, other chromosomal rearrangements with a high risk of adverse outcome are also detected in current service delivery models that include full karyotyping. Furthermore, the advent of detailed molecular karyotyping using multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification or microarrays offers the potential for the prenatal detection of microdeletion syndromes and other pathogenic copy number variants conferring a high risk of adverse outcome.51,52 Our calculations have explored the costs and outcomes associated with NIPD following DS screening. If NIPD were to be implemented with the resultant decrease in invasive tests, there is some evidence that it would detect more DS cases and result in fewer miscarriages, but it would also detect fewer nontrisomy 21 chromosomal abnormalities. Although it seems likely that NIPD will be refined to include detection of the other major trisomies in the near future, techniques for the identification of other pathogenic rearrangements may take longer to develop. Prenatal diagnosis programs may need to include the option of invasive testing in those pregnancies where NIPD is normal but the fetus has an increased nuchal translucency or other structural abnormality, as it is well recognized that this is the group most likely to have other chromosomal rearrangements.53,54 The impact on costs in this setting will depend on the relative costs of NIPD, DS screening, and number of invasive tests performed.

How NIPD is introduced in the screening and diagnostic pathway also has the potential to impact on informed consent. One of the key reasons women decline prenatal screening and diagnosis for DS is the risk of miscarriage.65 Currently the 2-step process of screening and diagnosis and the risk of miscarriage associated with diagnostic tests are thought to be psychological barriers to diagnostic testing that prompt women to think carefully about their options, and health professionals to provide information aimed at facilitating informed choice. If the miscarriage risk is removed, women may feel less justified in the decision not to have a test;66 they may give less thought to these tests and health professionals may give less information and be less concerned about obtaining informed consent.67 However, incorporation of NIPD into the screening pathway in conjunction with current screening as described above would preserve the 2-step process and at least offer the opportunity to focus on the possible outcomes that might arise albeit from a blood test rather than an invasive one.

Consequently, a major factor for the successful introduction of NIPD into routine antenatal care will be the development of approaches to counseling and strategies for information provision that will facilitate informed decision making. Key to this will be provision of education strategies to allow health professionals to become confident and capable of offering information and non-directive counseling about the test. A recent survey of obstetric health professionals from the United States found they were not secure in their current knowledge of NIPD.61 Moreover, in the United Kingdom it seems that health professionals consider NIPD to be more like current DS screening than invasive diagnostic testing in terms of the need for written consent and performing the test on the same day it is offered.67

Counseling and ethical issues
Exploration of the ethical and psychosocial issues associated with implementing NIPD has highlighted several concerns, including the potential to undermine informed consent, increased societal pressure to test and terminate affected pregnancies, and equity of access.55-57 The small number of studies evaluating stakeholder perception of the potential for NIPD for DS suggest a positive response to NIPD overall, but there is some unease about the potential negatives.58-61 One of the most debated issues regarding NIPD has been how best to ensure informed consent as there is concern that women may not give NIPD sufficient consideration because it will require “just a blood test.”55-57 This is an ongoing problem for DS testing in general, as evidence from research on women’s decision making for DS screening indicate that women do not always make informed decisions when taking up DS screening,62 or indeed are not fully aware of what screening tests they have had.63 Further concerns relate to the potential for increased societal pressure for testing and termination as tests become safer and easier to access.59-61 This includes pressure from commercial and insurance sectors that might perceive economic benefits in decreasing the prevalence of disorders.64

Commercial considerations
So far as we are aware at the moment, NIPD for aneuploidy is only being offered through commercial providers. Access to the tests and costs are unclear, but seem to require referral via a physician who will be responsible for discussing results with women. One issue that could impede progress and the freedom to operate regards intellectual property rights. The prenatal diagnosis market is highly lucrative, therefore, understandably, commercial providers see NIPD as a major opportunity and are keen to capture the market. Although one company claims to hold all intellectual property rights for this testing, there are now several lawsuits in progress; undoubtedly, the patent landscape is complex and we can anticipate protracted suits and countersuits as the technology continues to develop and be implemented. From the patient’s perspective, it is critical that access to testing is not restricted or curtailed as a result of patent enforcement. Further, hopefully commercial companies do not restrict access by pricing NIPD out of the market for widespread use, which might be a particular problem in publicly funded systems with fixed budgets.

These tests also lend themselves to direct-to-consumer marketing. Although this does not appear to be happening at the moment, at least for aneuploidy testing, it can cause difficulties.
as it may fall outside standard regulation practices making it difficult to ensure test accuracy, reliability, informed consent, or access. Notably, research into public attitudes identified concerns that people having NIPD outside a clinical setting would not receive sufficient support and counseling and a survey of health professionals in the United States found they did not support direct-to-consumer testing.

Conclusions
The papers published here are no doubt only the first of many that will be seen this year describing potential approaches for delivery of NIPD. However, there is a long way to go yet before we see widespread implementation of NIPD for aneuploidy, but if we consider the pace of developments over the last couple of years, this may occur faster than anticipated. These new approaches must be evaluated in the appropriate populations, but in parallel we must develop health professional and patient education regarding limitations of the tests and the implications of results. High-quality pretest counseling to enable informed parental choice has always been a prerequisite of antenatal screening. Removal of the barriers caused by risk of miscarriage makes counseling an even more important feature of any service offering NIPD. Health services need to respond rapidly to developments to avoid patchy access via the commercial sector resulting in inequality of access for many women. The ultimate aim must be for platforms that are robust, lend themselves to high throughput with rapid turnaround times, and are cost-efficient. Whether this will be a sequencing platform, digital polymerase chain reaction, or another approach remains to be seen. Whatever platform is used, if this technology is to be applied to all women seeking antenatal care then the next steps are to establish large prospective studies of low-risk populations where all aspects are considered, including test performance, turnaround times, counseling requirements, and economic aspects. Finally, it is to be hoped that the issues around intellectual property rights are resolved promptly and do not impede implementation of technology that will clearly benefit families by delivering a test to those requesting screening that avoids the loss of normal pregnancies.

These developments in the field of NIPD are exciting and promise positive changes for prenatal care. With the knowledge that the introduction of NIPD into clinical practice for fetal sex determination has already reduced the need for invasive testing for women at risk of sex-linked conditions, we hope that this success will extend to other indications for NIPD, including DS, in the near future.
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